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WALSALL — IN THE BEGINNING 

JIM G O U L D , F . S . A . 

On 8 July 1446 a writ was issued commanding a search of Domesday to see whether or not 
Walsall was 'of ancient demesne of the C r o w n ' . 1 The writ was returned endorsed on the back 
that nothing could be found under Terra Regis referring specifically to Walsall. Since then the 
absence of any Walsall entry has puzzled local historians, especially as 'Walsall ' is a Saxon 
name pointing to a pre-Conquest settlement. It is usually concluded that the entry was 
omitted in error and even the Victoria County History has adopted this suggestion. 

The purpose of Domesday, as set out in the contemporary entry in the Anglo-Saxon 
Chronicle under 1085, was to record what the king owned in each of the different counties, 
what each estate was worth and what the king could expect to receive annually from each. The 
land held by other men was to be similarly recorded and valued. Thus Domesday was not to 
be a record of sett lements, but was to be an assessment of what all the various estates were 
worth. Consequently where an estate consisted of several different settlements, the details of 
that multiple estate could include details of subsidiary settlements not named individually. 3 

Before the omission of Walsall from Domesday can be dismissed as a mistake, it must be 
asked whether Walsall could be included as part of a multiple estate under a different name. 

The entry for Wednesbury clearly indicates a royal, multiple estate. A translation of the 
entry reads as follows: 

The King holds WADNESBERIE [Wednesbury] with its appendages (appendiciis). There (are) 3 h. There 
is land for 9 ploughs. In demesne is 1 (plough) and 1 serf; and (there are) 16 villeins and 11 bordars with 
7 ploughs. There (is) a mill rendering (de) 2s. and (there is) 1 a. of meadow. Wood(land) 2 leagues in length 
and 1 (league) in breadth. 
BLOCHESWIC [Bloxwich] is a member (membrumj of the same manor. There (is) wood(land) 3 furlongs 
in length and 1 (furlong) in breadth. And in Scelfeld [Sheffield, in Walsall] is 1 h. waste belonging to the same 
manor.4 

Wednesbury, then, was a royal, multiple estate with subsidiary settlements (the 
appendages) which were included in the Wednesbury entry, in addition to Bloxwich and 
Shelfield which were given a separate entry. A number of considerations suggest that Walsall 
may be one of the appendages. Walsall adjoins Wednesbury and lies between that place and 
both Bloxwich and Shelfield (see fig. 1). Fur thermore , later in the medieval period, Bloxwich 
and Shelfield formed part of the manor of Walsall, and Walsall itself was accepted as having 
been of royal demesne. (Later, Henry II exchanged Wednesbury for Stonesfield near 
Woods tock . 5 ) The name 'Wednesbury'—the fortified place of Woden—suggests a settlement 
reaching back to at least pagan Saxon times, although there is no pre-Conquest , documentary 
reference to it. From what is known of multiple estates e l sewhere , 6 subsidiary settlements 
were often expected to make a specific contribution to the estate as a whole, from woodland, 

1. Cal. Pat. 1446-52, 27. 
2. Victoria County History of Staffordshire, xvii. 169. 
3. P. H. Sawyer, Medieval Settlement, 2. 
4. VCH Staffs, iv. 38. 
5. J . F . Ede, History of Wednesbury (1962), 22. 
6. G. R. J. Jones, 'Multiple Estates and Early Settlement', Medieval Settlement, ed. P. H. Sawyer, 15-40. 
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2 WALSALL — IN THE BEGINNING 

Fig. 1 Walsall and area from Yates, Map of Staffordshire (1775) 
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MOATED SITES IN SOUTH STAFFORDSHIRE 

P. J. L A R K H A M 

I N T R O D U C T I O N 
This work is divided into several sections. Firstly a synthesis of information gathered from a 

number of sources on the moated sites which have been identified is presented, in an attempt 
to answer the question of why the sites are found where they are. The questions of motive, 
and the timing of moat construction, are discussed in the light of prevailing social, economic, 
and political t rends. Survival of moated sites is briefly discussed, and lastly a gazetteer of sites 
is presented. 

M E T H O D 

A s Emery remarked in a supplementary Note to his early survey article on moated sites 
(Emery , 1962), much attention is now being given to the excavation and documentary 
exploration of these sites. A brief examination of the Ordnance Survey one-inch Seventh 
Series maps showed that the greater concentration of these moats, shown by the Gothic 
lettering 'moat ' , appeared to be in the southern portion of the county. Therefore it was 
decided to limit the survey to the area south of the line 200 North from a point SJ 752200 on 
the western county border to the eastern border (OS Sheets 119, 120, 130, and 131). The 
1:50,000 series was found to be unsuitable, as not only are the Gothic representations less 
prominent , but there are fewer of them: seeming to represent both a change of OS policy and 
the destruction of some sites. Following the precedent set by Palliser (1976), the county 
border used is roughly that of circa 1966, i.e. including Dudley but ignoring the 1974 
reorganisat ion, as this was for administrative convenience and ignored history and tradition. 

A list of the moat features was compiled from the map as a preliminary step. This was then 
compared with the primary published documentary source, the list of 'Homestead Moats ' 
(Class F Ear thworks) contained in the Victoria County History of Staffordshire (hereinafter 
abbreviated as VCH) volume I (1908). Other documentary sources consulted detailed some 
sites which had been destroyed prior to the compilation of, or omitted from, the VCH list. 
The emerging new list was compared with other lists, principally the County Sites and 
Monumen t s Records at Stafford and Birmingham, in order that the resulting composite list 
should be as comprehensive as possible, covering both existing and destroyed sites, and 
omitt ing some often-perpetuated errors. Once the sites were identified, various documentary 
sources and Ordnance Survey and Geological Survey (for drift geology) maps were consulted 
to obtain as much information as posssible about the history and site characteristics of each 
feature. O n e major problem found with this data is that it is incomplete. Most published lists 
have incorporated errors, and the survival of documentary evidence is very patchy. Likewise, 
excavations of these features have been few in this area. There are many isolated 'Halls ' and 
'Manors ' visible on the OS maps, and given that 33 of the 108 sites recorded in the VCH list 
are so named, a number of those on the map may have been moated at some time. Later 
volumes of the VCH have concentrated on the western side of the county, and given that a 
number of possible sites were identified from this source, the (so far) incomplete coverage 
may have introduced a bias into the overall distribution. Lastly, the OS might omit some 
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MOATED SITES IN SOUTH STAFFORDSHIRE 9 

sites, or (despite resurveys) might mistakenly allocate sites to a wrong category, as appears to 
have been the case at Shareshill. 1 It is hoped that the documentary evidence gathered in 
particular would help to eliminate any such anomalies. The data were, however, judged 
sufficiently complete to attempt to answer the questions posed above. 

A R E A S O F D O U B T A N D U N C E R T A I N T Y 
Firstly, however, it should be pointed out that moated sites are difficult to define and 

identify, as they may differ widely in shape, size, and general morphology. The one common 
feature is the moat , but this may be square, rectangular, circular, or irregular; wet or dry; 
single or combined with other moats , fishponds, leats, and so on; isolated or in association 
with o ther sett lement. Most moats appear to have been built as part of a settlement, whether 
large manor house or small isolated farmhouse; although excavation of a few sites has failed 
to reveal traces of settlement. Most moats are mediaeval in date (circa 1100-1400), and may 
be associated with the consolidation of the manorial system or with later colonisation; but 
there is a slightly later group (c. sixteenth century) where the moat is virtually totally 
decorat ive, part of a formal house and garden layout. These were often built by rich 
merchants as showpieces for their wealth, consequently their locational and economic 
features may be expected to differ from earlier sites. 

The best standard definition of a moated site is that used by the Moated Sites Research 
G r o u p (Aberg , 1978, introduction): 
the moat is a broad flat-bottomed ditch not less than five metres wide, which may completely, or partially, isloate a 
platform that is devoid of any defensive bank. Any mediaeval buildings present within the enclosed area are 
primarily domestic in character, and where crenellations or gunports are present. . . they impress as the symbols of 
wealth and power, rather than as the reality of military might and defensive needs. 

This work uses a slightly wider definition, to include the later sites and those where 
defensive works have been constructed at some stage but which nevertheless fall short of 
being 'castles' . Further , of the 132 sites identified only 78 (59.1%) can definitely be called 
moats , while the remaining 54 (40.9%) are categorised as 'probable ' and 'possible' moats , 
indicating varying degrees of certainty. Such doubts are due to both to the lack of written 
evidence, and difficulties in interpreting physical remains, where they exist; unfortunately 
many of these uncertain sites have been destroyed by railways, roads, and housing 
developments and thus may never be confirmed. Where physical remains do exist, care must 
be taken not to confuse other features such as marl or gravel pits, livestock watering ponds, 
hollow-ways of deserted settlements, fishponds, or house platforms, with moats. Some such 
mis-interpretations have been identified in this area, and have been included in Appendix 1 
with explanations. 

I 

Al though some doubt must remain, there is sufficient certainty about the identification of 
the 132 sites listed to commence an examination of their location characteristics. There are 
many factors which may influence the decision of where to locate a moated site, such as 
relationship to existing settlement, royal forest, topography, geology, water, and so on, 
which will be examined in that order. 
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32 MOATED SITES IN SOUTH STAFFORDSHIRE 

NOTES 

1. Shareshill, SJ 947068, was shown by the older OS maps as Roman, and by Geological Survey base-maps as 
post-Roman. Documentary sources varied until excavation showed the site to be early mediaeval, rebuilt c. 1250 
and abandoned c. 1400. 

2. Drawn from Greenslade and Kettle (1967) and Gould (1967). Cannock Forest boundary is that of the forest 
pleas of 1286 and the perambulation of 1300; Cannock Chase boundary from the royal grant to the bishop of 
1290; Kinver Forest from the 1300 perambulation; Brewood Forest from the amercements for forest offences in 
the Pipe Roll of 1166-7, but disafforested 1204; Needwood Forest from a map of 1779 after considerable 
disafforestation (Needwood was not a royal forest, but was exploited as such by its holders, the de Ferrers 
family, 1086-1266); Sutton Chase at 1125 when granted to the earl of Warwick. 

3. Five factors are usually quoted as being responsible for the characteristics of a soil, these being parent material, 
climate, organisms, relief and time. In this area all soil formation began after the retreat of the ice sheet c. 10,000 
years ago. Climate and organisms do not vary much over this limited area, and differences in relief are few 
(mostly between 100 ft and 650 ft); the major variable remaining to account for variation is thus parent material, 
which may be the solid geology or the overlying glacial drift. 

4. Considerable work has been done on manorial reinvestment. Despite some controversy, it appears that usually 
even on the highest spending estates the amount reinvested was only a very modest proportion, about 5%, of the 
annual income (Hilton, 1968; Miller and Hatcher, 1978; Titow, 1969). It should however be noted that one 
strong counter-argument states that reinvestment was so low because there were no major improvements in 
technique to require investment. 

5. Archaeological evidence from south Staffordshire sites is very slender. Loaches Banks, Aldridge (site 02/03) and 
its surroundings have been excavated (Gould, 1961 and 1971), with inconclusive results; no evidence of 
homestead settlement was found. 
Moat Farm, Pelsall (02/05) has been examined and a trial trench dug, with little result (Hodder 1982). 
Some work was done at Littywood Manor (08/02) which produced several suggestions as to the site's history, but 
no strong supporting evidence (Simpson 1958). 
Fieldwork at Compton Park Farm, Kinver (48/01) revealed the remains of a moat, but this was not examined 
further (Fenton era/., 1974). 
Shareshill (59/01) was thoroughly examined by excavation prior to being covered by a school playground, and a 
time series of construction and alteration proposed (Oswald, 1960b and 1961). 
The Moat, Walsall (70/01) was similarly excavated prior to destruction and considerable information resulted 
(Wrathmell and Wrathmell, 1976 and 1977). 
West Bromwich Manor House moat (75/01) was found and dug out during restoration of the Manor House. A 
number of artefacts were found and dates proposed (Anon, Antiquity 1959; Anon pamphlet, undated; Rix, 
1963; Jones S., 1977). 
The author and others examined the site at Finchfield, Wolverhampton (82/02) during destruction for housing. 
Stratified sediment and the size of the feature seemed to show a wet moat, but removal of topsoil on platform 
showed no traces of building. 
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MOATED SITES IN SOUTH STAFFORDSHIRE 33 

GAZETTEER OF SITES 

This list contains all known sites, confirmed and possible, with information on site 
characteristics, reference to literary sources and brief site history. Some caution should be 
exercised in respect of those sites designated as probable and possible. Many of the latter 
especially have been identified from only one reference or as a feature on one map. They are 
included for the sake of completeness, and a proper archaeological survey would be required 
to de termine if they are , in fact, moated sites. Unfortunately many have been destroyed by 
urban sprawl. Care must be taken not to confuse surviving sites with other similar features 
such as mediaeval fishponds, eighteenth-century stock watering ponds, marl or gravel pits 
and so on. The location of sites is shown as fig. 1, and several representative site plans have 
been included. 

A brief listing of sites which have been commonly mis-identified as moated sites is given as 
Appendix 1. 

Order of data given 

Site number / NAME SMR number 
P A R I S H or A D M I N I S T R A T I V E AREA/definite or other/National Grid 
Reference/geology/closeness to stream/water in moat/isolation/manorial 
or other status/altitude/dimensions/shape 

These data are not exact but have been grouped. For more detail on the groups see the main 
text. 

01/01 MANOR FARM, ACTON TRUSSELL ST 1020 
A C T O N T R U S S E L L A N D BEDNALL/definite site/SJ 936176/alluvium/on stream/ 
part wet/not isolated/manorial/262 ft/615 ft x 110 ft/circular 
VCHi (1908, list); v (1959, 12) 
Probably early mediaeval manor of Trussells. West side destroyed by canal, east side 
filled; small stream which flowed into Penk here supplied water. 

02/01 HAYHEADFARM WM2651 
A L D R I D G E - B R O W N H I L L S BC/possible site/SP 046987/Wenlock Shale/V4 mile 
from stream/(?)/probably isolated/no further data 
Shaw (1798, 98); Linley list 
Shaw notes Robert Stappleton dwelt in the Motte house at Hayehead temp. Edward 
III ; nothing else known. OS (1976) found no traces. 

02/02 HEYG ATE/MO AT COTTAGE WM2649 
A L D R I D G E - B R O W N H I L L S BC/definite site/SP 053981/Hamstead Group , red 
marl and sandstone/V2 mile from stream/dry/probably isolated/(?)/588 ft/300 ft x 290 
ft/rectangular 
VCH i (1908, list); Gould (1980, 48) 
Gould quotes Shaw that Sir Robert Stephenson, lord of the manor, lived here. C14th 
construction followed by enclosure would explain species-poor hedges in this area. 
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34 MOATED SITES IN SOUTH STAFFORDSHIRE 

02/03 LOACHES BANKS, BOURNE POOL WM2936 
A L D R I D G E - B R O W N H I L L S BC/definite site/SP 072998/Bunter sandstone/V 4 

mile from stream/dry/probably isolated/(?)/449 ft/(?)/rectangular 
Shaw (1798,11); Hut ton (1783, 321-2); Gould (1961 and 1971) 
Remains in 1959 not resembling plan in Shaw excavated. No small finds to suggest 
habitation. Evidence of charcoal burning; possible association with nearby charcoal/ 
iron works. Similar to The Mount , Chiswick Green, see Taylor (1973, 27). 

02/04 LELEGH no SMR number 
A L D R I D G E - B R O W N H I L L S BC/definite site/SK 053018/boundary U. Culm 
Etrur ia Marl and Halesowen Group/V4 mile from stream/(?)/probably isolated/(?)/ 
fragments only 
Tithe Survey (1839); Gould (1980,45) 
Evidence in charter for this site existing in 1388. Destroyed by colliery and railway 
mid C19th. 

02/05 MOAT FARM, PELSALL WM2688 
A L D R I D G E - B R O W N H I L L S BC/definite site/SK 024043/Middle Culm Measures/ 
V4 mile from stream/wet/(?)/probably not isolated/494 ft/168 ft x 80 ft/incomplete, 
fragments 
VCH i (1908, list); Hodder (1982) 
Trial excavation, inconclusive, no dating evidence, platform apparently not built up. 
Site threatened by housing. 

02/06 opposite PELSALL HALL W M 2643 
A L D R I D G E - B R O W N H I L L S BC/probable site/approx SK 015031/Middle Culm 
measures/V4 mile from stream/(?)/not isolated/(?)/140 ft/(?)/(?) 
Shaw (1801, 61) 
'Evident remains of moated mansion' in grove opposite Pelsall Hall, partly damaged 
by old coal pits. Now destroyed. 

02/07 un-named W M 2663 
A L D R I D G E - B R O W N H I L L S BC/possible site/SK 060038/Sands and Gravels/Vi 
mile from stream/(?)/probably isolated/(?)/590 ft/(?)/circular 
OS (1958 and 1974) 
Air photograph showed semi-circular cropmark. No traces on ground, good position 
for moat (NE crest of hill); now destroyed. 

02/08 un-named W M 2689 
A L D R I D G E - B R O W N H I L L S BC/possible site/SP 048955/Enville Beds/V 4 mile 
from stream/part wet/not isolated/(?)/505 ft/230 ft x 148 ft/fragments 
OS (1958 and 1974) 
Possible moat ; however may be flooded gravel pit as there is one such 330 ft to north. 

03/01 FRADLEY OLD HALL ST 0940 
ALREWAS/poss ib le site/SK 157136/old river gravels/Vi mile from stream/(?)/not 
isolated/(?)/203 ft/(?)/(?) 
OS (1958) 
Oral tradition records C19th Hall built on old moated site. 
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MOATED SITES IN SOUTH STAFFORDSHIRE 35 

04/01 HAN DSACRE HALL ST 0220 
A R M I T A G E W I T H HANDSACRE/def ini te site/SK 090156/old river gravels/on 
stream/wet/not isolated/probably manorial/265 ft/250 ft x 240 ft/rectangular 
VCH i (1908, list); Shaw (1798,210-1); Jones, S. (1974) 
Moated , t imbered mansion derelict in 1798. Beam dated 1663, presumed date of 
rebuilding. Shaw stated drawbridge remained '60 or 70 years ago' . 

04/02 HAWKSYARD HALL ST 0962 
A R M I T A G E W I T H HANDSACRE/def in i te site/SK 070166/River T e r r a c e d mile 
from stream/(?)/not isolated/(?)/246 ft/(?)/(?) 
Shaw (1798,210-4); OS (1958 and 1974) 
Old Hall destroyed c. 1665; Hall surrounded by shallow moat 1798; moat virtually 
ploughed out 1958, totally destroyed by 1974. 

05/01 BLAKENHALL ST 0930 
B A R T O N - U N D E R - N E E D W O O D / d e f i n i t e site/SK 172182/Keuper Marl/V4 mile 
from stream/wet/probably isolated/(?)/235 ft/320 ft x 320 ft/square 
Shaw (1798,116-7); VCHi (1908, list) 
Square moated site, altered in places, now dry. 

06/01 BLYMHILL GRANGE ST 1054 
BLYMHILL/defini te site/SJ 811120/Lower Keuper sandstone/on stream/(?)/not 
isolated/(?)/300ft/(?)/rectangular 
OS 1" 7th Series; Staffs SMR 
Well preserved moated site. 

06/02 BROCKENHURST (I) ST 1057 
BLYMHILL/defini te site/SJ 824118/Keuper Marl/Vi mile from stream/wet/probably 
isolated*/manorial/421 ft/200 ft x 150 x 30 ft/rectangular 
VCH i (1908, list); iv (1958, 67) 
Part of moat still existing to south east of present farmhouse. 

06/03 BROCKENHURST (2) ST 1058 
BLYMHILL/defini te site/SJ 824117/Keuper Marl/Vi mile from stream/dry/probably 
isolated*/manorial/411 ft/190 ft x 130 x 140 ft/rectangular 
VCH i (1908, list); iv (1958, 67) 
75 yards further south than 06/02 the line of a second moat is visible as a deep ditch 
* These sites represent one isolated settlement which was later split. Descent of 

manor in VCH iv (1958, 64); Brockhurst, capital messuage of one quarter of 
Blymhill manor, was divided between two co-heirs in the mid C13th and the two 
moats probably date from this period. 

06/04 CHATWELL no SMR number 
B L Y M H I L L (GNOSALL until 1934)/no data except dimensions 160 ft x 130 ft 
VCH i (1908, list); Staffs SMR 
VCH identifies moat , but site visits by SMR officer find no firm evidence for or against 
moat in probable deserted settlement. 
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36 MOATED SITES IN SOUTH STAFFORDSHIRE 

08/01 DOWN HOUSE FARM ST 2001 
BRADLEY/poss ib le site/SJ 892166/Keuper Marl/on stream/(?)/probably not 
isolated/(?)/295 ft/(?)/(?) 
V C / / i v ( 1 9 5 8 , 8 4 ) 
Sir Edward Littleton owned in 1614 an estate called The Downs, with moated house 
of that name. 

08/02 LITTYWOOD MANOR ST 0056 
BRADLEY/def in i te site/SJ 889190/Keuper Marl/V* mile from stream/part wet/ 
isolated/probably manorial/393 ft/650 ft diameter/double circular 
Plot (1686,416); Simpson (1958); VCHi (1908, list);iv (1958,74); Palliser (1976,88); 
Listed Ancient Monument 
Name of de la Motte associated with site in 1175 may indicate moat. Some indication 
that outer ring is of later construction. This is possibly the site of first castle of barony 
of Stafford before Stafford castle in C13th; it is part of demesne lands of the barony, 
and the massive moat is anomalous. Timber-framed hall c. 1400 still part of brick-
faced building on site, and is in size appropriate to the de Caverswalls, lesser gentry 
who took over the site. Site of original capital messuage of the de Staffords is 
unknown. 

08/03 LOWER WOOLLASTON FARM ST 1028 
B R A D L E Y / p r o b a b l e site/SJ 859163/Fluvio-glacial gravel/Vi mile from stream/(?)/ 
isolated but near deserted village/(?)/328 ft/(?)/(?) 
VCH iv (1958, 84); Tithe and estate maps 
Field south of farm was called Moat Croft, shallow depressions are probable moat 
remains. Close to possible mediaeval settlement, ref. ST 2608. 

08/04 SHREDICOTE FARM ST 1645 
BRADLEY/poss ib le site/SJ 872162/Sands and gravels/on stream/wet/not isolated/ 
(?)/302ft/(?)/(?) 
Staffs. SMR 
Probable site of moat; old farm destroyed and rebuilt 1960s, farmer recalls water on 3 
sides of farm. 

08/05 SHREDICOTE HALL FARM ST 1644 
BRADLEY/poss ib le site/SJ 872166/boundary of Keuper Marl and Boulder Clay/V4 
mile from stream/(?)/(?)/not isolated/311 ft/(?)/(?) 
VCH iv (1958, 76); Staffs. SMR 
Probable house platform south of farm; ditch around orchard not moat , but 
depression south-west of farm may be; inconclusive evidence. 

08/06 BRADLEY HALL ST 2464 
BRADLEY/poss ib le site/SJ 883168/Keuper Marl/Va mile from stream/(?)/isolated/ 
(?)/361 ft/(?)/fragments only 
V C / / i v ( 1 9 5 8 , 7 4 ) 
Old Hall c. 1688; part of moat remains to north-east. 
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09/01 BROOM HALL ST 2132 
BREWOOD/poss ib l e site/SJ 877101/Sands and gravels/Vi mile from stream/wet/not 
isolated/(?)/360 ft/(?)/fragments only 
VCH v (1959, 27-8) repr. as Greenslade and Midgley (1981); Staffs. SMR 
Part of bishop's manor until granted c. 1155-9 to dean & chapter of Lichfield. Present 
farmhouse late C17th. Pools, part of possible moat, filled c. 1959; tenant states that he 
filled marl-pits; unknown whether these are the pools mentioned in VCH. 

09/02 CHILLINGTON FARM ST 1065 
BREWOOD/poss ib l e site/SJ 860074/boundary of Keuper Marl and Sands and 
Gravels/Vi mile from stream/wet/not isolated/(?)/416 ft/(?)/fragments only 
Tithe M a p (1843); OS (1958) 
Fragment of water and field named Moat Meadow; but 'in view of the amorphous 
nature of this feature, its identification as a moat must be considered uncertain' (OS) 

09/03 CHILLINGTON HALL ST 9084 
BREWOOD/poss ib l e site/SJ 864068/Sands and gravels/(?)/wet/not isolated/ 
manorial/471 ft/(?)/curved fragment 
VCH v (1959, 29) repr. as Greenslade and Midgley (1981); Estate plan (1756) 
Curved stretch of water surviving in 1756 probably part of moat; present saloon 
probably site of original hall. 

09/04 ENGLETONHALL ST 2714 
BREWOOD/poss ib l e site/SJ 898101/Keuper Marl/Vi mile from stream/wet/isolated 
but near deserted settlement (ref. ST 1906)/(?)/300 ft/(?)/fragments only 
VCH v (1959, 32) repr. as Greenslade and Midgley (1981) 
Ponds and depressions by Hall (dated 1810) indicate possible moat around earlier 
hall. 

09/05 HACKBURYHEATH no SMR number 
BREWOOD/poss ib l e site/SJ 878067/Keuper Marl/V* mile from stream/wet/ 
isolated/(?)/400 ft/(?)/fragments only 
Veall (1889); VCHv (1959,36) repr. as Greenslade and Midgley (1981); Staffs. SMR 
Veall illustrates timbered building, possibly former barn, moated; no traces of moat 
in area now, but SMR notes many odd-shaped marl pits which could have caused 
confusion. 

09/06 HYDE FARM ST 1066 
BREWOOD/def in i t e site/SJ 874078/Keuper Marl/on stream/part wet/isolated but 
near deserted settlement/(?)/400 ft/(?)/fragments only 
VCH i (1908, list); v (1959,34) repr. as Greenslade and Midgley (1981) 
Former moat , two arms filled, one wet, one remains as ditch. 

13/01 un-named ST 1080 
CANNOCK/def ini te site/SJ 968097/Boulder Clay/y 2 mile from stream/(?)/probably 
not isolated/(?)/400 ft/(?)/cropmark 
O S (1958 and 1975) 
Identified from cropmark on air photograph. Farmer filled 4-5 ft deep moat during 
W W 2 , no foundations encountered; built over in 1975. 
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EXCAVATIONS AND ARCHAEOLOGY IN WOLVERHAMPTON, 

1980-82 

J. P. M A L A M 

SUMMARY 
Three small excavations in Wolverhampton have located and identified the first archaeological 
deposits to be seen and recorded in the town centre. These are described and considered, 
together with their recovered artefacts of the 13th to 18th centuries. Additional 18th and 19th 
century objects from another town location are included in the catalogue of finds. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N 

Opportuni t ies for archaeological investigation in Wolverhampton are limited. Town 
centre redevelopment over the past two hundred years, and most dramatically within the last 
twenty, has removed large areas of the pre-18th century town, from above and below ground 
level. While some slight record may exist for the lost buildings (usually photographic), none 
of any significant archaeological value survives to comment on the removed ground, and this 
has happened in a town with mid- or late-Saxon settlement origins. A recent assessment of 
Wolverhampton ' s archaeology indicates the probability that the pre-industrial town survives 
below ground level only in small and isolated pockets, and in these the depth, quality and 
na ture of the deposits are unknown (Baker 1980). It is now essential to record all 
archaeological observations within the town centre, in order to identify areas of deposit 
survival and to establish an information base, albeit slender, of the kind which other towns in 
the West Midlands have been constructing for many years, (Stafford, Shrewsbury, and 
Worces ter , for example). 

Since 1980, there have been three small excavations in Wolverhampton, prompted by the 
continuat ion of 'urban renewal ' . Each has offered only a glimpse of the town's buried history, 
but as the first attempts of their kind, they have begun to assess the quality of the surviving 
archaeology. The interpretation of the evidence is restricted not only by its physical 
t runcat ions, but more significantly by the small size of the excavations, whether by design or 
instruction. Nevertheless, the overall objectives have been evaluation-orientated, and in a 
town hitherto regarded as archaeologically lost, aspects of its inhabitants' former ways of life 
have been revealed. 

1. 19 V I C T O R I A S T R E E T (post-medieval deposits at SO 9132 9856) Fig. 1 

Number 19 Victoria Street is the better-known of the two timber-framed buildings still 
extant in Wolverhampton town centre, and attracts much local interest. Its use of close-
s tudded and square-panelled wall frames is characteristic of the West Midlands regional 
style, which in this example can be possibly dated to the period 1590 to 1609. It has been 
suggested that the present building was constructed after a fire which destroyed 104 
propert ies in the south west of the town, burning continuously from 22 to 27 April 1590 (Rix, 
1964, 38; Malam, 1981, 24). Documentary research has established that it existed by 1609, 
when it was recorded in a terrier of Sir Walter Leveson's Wolverhampton properties. At this 
t ime its tenant was Nicholas Worthington, who occupied the building as a 'common Inne 
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Fig. 1 Site Location: 19 Victoria Street and St. John's Street excavations. 

called The Hand . . . in Tunwall Street adjoyinge to the said Street at the West end and the 
Street called John 's Lane on the South syde' (Roper , 1966a). It appears to have served as an 
inn throughout the 17th century, and from the mid-18th century was occupied by tenants with 
different occupations. It is now owned by Wolverhampton Borough Council, who renovated 
it during 1979-81, replacing about forty per cent of the timber-work. 

The demolition of a 19th century extension at the rear of the timber-framed building, made 
an area of about 160m sq. available for investigation in July 1980. In accordance with the 
developer ' s instructions, a narrow trench was excavated 12m from the building's east end-
frame. 

The excavation revealed that the red clay sub-stratum was lying beneath an archaeological 
deposit of only 0.75m depth. At one point the red clay peaked at 0.10m beneath the ground 
level, suggesting that massive horizontal truncation of the deposit had occurred in most 
places. The surviving archaeological deposits were entirely of late-17th or early-18th century 
and later compositions. The primary activity was a shallow trench dug into the clay for the 
insertion of a stone wall composed of sandstone blocks and glacial erratics aligned parallel to 
the east gable of the timber-framed building. Against this wall and resting directly on the clay 
was an accumulation of building material, containing a large quantity of 17th and 18th 
century pottery and bottle glass. After the removal of the stone wall to its base course, the 
area was covered by a brick surface upon which the 19th century extension was built. 
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STAFFORDSHIRE CLERGY IN 1830 

D . B. ROBINSON 

The fourth decade of the nineteenth century was the period in which the speed of change in 
the Church of England sharply increased. The establishment of the Ecclesiastical 
Commission and the passing of the Tithe Redemption Act affected its economic life, John 
Keble ' s Assize Sermon and the Tracts for the Times marked the beginning of a new strand in 
its theology and worship, and the foundation of the Cambridge Camden Society initiated a 
change in taste which was to alter the appearance of almost every church in the country. The 
present study is an examination of the beneficed and unbeneficed clergy in the archdeaconry 
of Stafford in the years 1829-30, when George Hodson made his first visitation as archdeacon. 
It springs from my edition of the text of that Visitation. 1 My introduction to the edition 
comprises a study of the physical state of the churches at the time and is therefore 
complementary to the present study of the clergy. 

Hodson ' s archdeaconry was approximately coterminous with the county of Stafford and 
also included three Shropshire parishes—Cheswardine, Quatt , and Worfield—which had 
been in the Domesday county but had passed into Shropshire by about 1100. It excluded two 
de tached parishes then in Staffordshire: Clent (with its chapelry of Rowley Regis) and 
B r o o m e , and the Staffordshire parts of certain other parishes. 2 Thirty two ancient parishes 
containing more than one quarter of the population of the county fell within peculiar 
jurisdictions exempt from the archdeacon. These included the Royal peculiars of 
Wolverhampton , Tettenhall , and Penkridge and a broad swathe of central Staffordshire 
which came within the jurisdiction of the dean and chapter of Lichfield and of individual 
dignitaries and prebendaries of the cathedral . 3 In the 143 parishes and chapelries directly 
under Hodson ' s jurisdiction were found a wide range of social and economic conditions: 
extensive remote moorland parishes (e.g. Alstonefield, Leek) , lowland agrarian parishes 
(e.g. Hamstal l Ridware, Clifton Campville), small parishes dominated completely by one 
landowner (e.g. Thorpe Constantine, Patshull), old-established towns (e.g. Stafford, 4 

Newcast le-under-Lyme), and parishes transformed by mining and industry (e.g. West 
Bromwich, Stoke upon Trent) . The main problems for the church lay in the industrial areas: 
seventeen parishes of over 5,000 inhabitants contained more than half the population of the 
archdeaconry. The parochial structure had barely begun to respond to their needs. 

C H U R C H P A T R O N A G E 

Church patronage was largely in the hands of local nobility and gentry. More than half the 
pa t rons were resident in the county; in many cases the patron resided in the parish of which he 
held the pat ronage. The presentation of relatives was always common. Mucklestone was 
filled by members of the Crewe family between 1739 and 1850; Blithfield by Bagots from 1759 
to 1879. Talbot at Ingestre and Inge at Thorpe Constantine are two other examples of family 
1. Visitations of the Archdeaconry of Stafford, 1829-1841 (Staffordshire Record Society and Royal Commission on 

Historical Manuscripts, 1980). 
2. Ibid, x and nn. 6-8. 
3. Ibid. x. 
4. Ibid, x and n. 9. 
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pat ronage in 1830, but the tradition was at least six centuries old: Verdun succeeded Verdun 
at Biddulph, in the gift of that family, in 1322. 5 Some of the nobility presented their chaplains: 
the duke of Sutherland at Trentham, the marquis of Anglesey at Burton-upon-Trent and the 
earl of Macclesfield at Leek. 6 The presentation of John Pike Jones to the vicarage of Alton by 
the R o m a n Catholic earl of Shrewsbury was a reward for his support of Roman Catholic 
emancipat ion. This did not prevent clashes between Jones and his patron over proselytising 
by the earl 's Roman Catholic chaplain. 7 Jones was one of the few Whigs among the 
Staffordshire clergy—his presentation by the Lord Chancellor to Butterleigh rectory in his 
native Devon in 1832 was a reward for his political principles—and he was frequently 
chairman of Whig election meetings and dinners. His religious views also were liberal: he had 
twice been refused institution to benefices for his criticisms of the Athanasian Creed. 

The higher clergy possessed considerable patronage within the county as a whole, but this 
mostly related to parishes in the peculiar jurisdictions. Individual incumbents were patrons of 
chapelries and district churches but such benefices were rarely valuable. Francis Blick was 
able , as vicar of Tamworth, to present his son-in-law to Wigginton and Wilnecote. At 
Ipstones, the right of presentation rested in the whole body of freeholders; the benefice was, 
however , a poor one. Incumbents presented by the Lord Chancellor, such as W. E . Coldwell 
at Stafford, Isaac Clarkson at Wednesbury, and Robert Anlezark at Castle Church, seem to 
have been above average in ability. Charles Simeon had purchased the advowsons of 
Darlaston and Newcastle-under-Lyme, but neither he nor his trustees had had an 
opportuni ty of exercising the patronage by 1830. This marks the beginning of the activity of 
trusts in purchasing patronage for ecclesiastical party purposes. 

T H E C L E R G Y 

The incumbents ranged in age from Robert Hill, perpetual curate of Talke, who had been 
born in 1746, to men born in the nineteenth century such as Arthur Talbot, rector of Ingestre 
and Church Ea ton , who lived until 1884. More than a century separated Hill's institution to 
his first benefice as a young man of twenty six from Talbot 's death, still holding both his 
churches, at the age of seventy nine. The median age of incumbents was forty nine to fifty 
years and, at death, seventy three years. In a period when obtaining a benefice depended 
mainly on private patronage and personal contacts, even when the benefice was in the gift of a 
corporate body, many men obtained their benefices early and retained them until death. The 
median period for which the incumbents of 1830 served the benefice which they held in that 
year was twenty nine years; almost two thirds of them held those benefices until death. Less 
well-connected clergymen might remain curates for the whole or the greater part of their 
lives. Promotion was largely fortuitous but the younger men were to profit from the 

5. Llichfieldl Jloint) R[ecord] Olffice], B/A/1/2 f. 136 
6. The title of chaplain may have been granted in some of these cases as a qualification to hold benefices in 

plurality. 
7. "I was suspected of being secretly attached to Catholicism, and had taken an active part in carrying the 

Emancipation Act'. Jones' ostensible reason for taking up residence at Alton in 1831 was to alleviate the effects 
of the rupture between his Evangelical curate and the earl's Roman Catholic chaplain. See An Address to the 
Inhabitants of Alton by the Vicar of the Parish (Uttoxeter, 1842). Bishop Ryder had been unwilling for Jones to 
reside on his benefice because of his sympathy for Roman Catholicism. 
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100 JOHN WHISTON — AN APPRECIATION 

Germany , Norway, Australia, Canada, and France. Under a lesser editor, with lower 
s tandards , this could not have been achieved. 

The members of our society are deeply indebted to John for his labours on our behalf. We 
are sorry he has retired as editor and hope that his successors will be as able and as successful. 

Jim Gould 
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NOTICES 

A . G. W A R D 
W e congratulate our Vice-President, Councillor A. G. Ward, on his appointment in the 

Queen ' s Birthday Honours List for 1983 as Commander of the Most Excellent Order of the 
British Empi re (C.B.E.). 

Mrs. J A N E H A M P A R T U M I A N 
W e regret that the name of Mrs. Hampartumian, B.A., was omitted from the list of 

commit tee members on page 120 of vol. xxiii. 

R E V . A . P. F. SELL 
O u r member , the Rev. A. P. F. Sell, B.A., B.D., M.A., Ph.D., F.R.Hist.Soc, F.R.S.A., has been 

appointed Theological Secretary of the World Alliance of Reformed Churches in Geneva, 
Switzerland. 
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PROGRAMME 1982-3 
1982 

8 Oct . (L) Annual General Meeting 
Maple Hayes, the house and its families—Leslie Smith 

22 Oct . (T) Milton Keynes Archaeological Project—Bob Williams 
5 Nov. (L) Excavations at Monkspath—Lance Smith 

19 Nov. (T) Bowes Cable Railway—John Chilvers 
3 Dec . (L) Chelmsley Local History Society—Jeremy Dutton 

1983 
7 Jan . (L) Trent and Mersey Canal 
4 Feb . (L) Civic Evening 

Lichfield during the Civil War—N. Larkin 
18 Feb . (T) 'All the fun's gone out of archaeology'—D. Wilson, M.A. 
4 March (L) Packmen and packhorse roads—Dr. David Hay 

18 March (T) Gibbs and Canning of Tamworth—Michael Stratton 
15 Apri l (T) Medieval castles of Staffordshire—R. A. Meeson, M.A., F 

(L) St. Mary's Heritage Centre , Lichfield 
(T) Tamworth Arts Centre 
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